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We combine 57Fe MÃűssbauer spectroscopy and 57Fe nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scatter-
ing (NRIXS) in nanoscale polycrystalline [bcc-57Fe/MgO] multilayers with various Fe layer thick-
nesses and layer-resolved density-functional-theory (DFT) based first-principles calculations of a
(001)-oriented [Fe(8ML)/MgO(8ML)](001) heterostructure to unravel the interface-related atomic
vibrational properties of a multilayer system. In theory and experiment, we observe consistently
enhanced hyperfine magnetic fields compared to bulk which is associated with the Fe/MgO interface
layers. NRIXS and DFT both reveal a strong reduction of the longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon
peak in combination with an enhancement of the low-energy vibrational density of states (VDOS)
suggesting that the presence of interfaces and the associated increase in the layer-resolved magnetic
moments results in drastic changes in the Fe-partial VDOS. From the experimental and calculated
VDOS, vibrational thermodynamic properties have been determined as a function of Fe thickness
and were found to be in excellent agreement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanoscale Fe/MgO(001) multilayers have evolved as a
paradigmatic example of a metal-insulator heterostruc-
ture. The system has raised attention in the past as it
combines a high abundance of its constituents with well
understood epitaxial growth properties1 and potential
application scenarios in leading technology areas, such
as data storage in terms of giant magnetoresistive ele-
ments in hard disk read heads2,3 or for spintronics appli-
cations as a spin diode or rectifier to be used in magnetic
logic elements4, spin light-emitting diodes (spin LEDs)5,
or for devices with high output voltages6. Such applica-
tions are essentially based on the large tunneling mag-
netoresistance (TMR) effect in Fe/MgO multilayer sys-
tems. A substantial fraction of previous research is there-
fore devoted to the electronic transport characteristics of
Fe/MgO/Fe(001) trilayer tunnel junctions7–17. One ma-
jor outcome in the importance of these studies is the rele-
vance of resonant interface states for the spin-dependent
transport7. Here, TMR is controlled by the electronic
interface states in the minority spin channel9,11. Com-
plementary work was concerned with the electronic struc-
ture, magnetic moments of Fe/MgO(001) stackings and
also magnetocrystalline anisotropy18–26. The early den-
sity functional theory work of Li and Freeman investi-
gated the properties of single and double layers of Fe
on a MgO(001) surface27. The authors find enhanced
surface moments of 3µB. For the reverse setup, a sin-
gle layer of MgO on Fe(001), DFT predicts a somewhat
smaller but still enhanced moment in the interface Fe
layer of 2.64µB28, while Ozeki et al. calculated 2.75µB
for a Fe5/(MgO)5 heterostructure29. An enhanced mo-
ment of the Fe interface layer was also confirmed in
experiment30–32, although no interfacial Fe moment en-
hancement was inferred from other experiments23. As
pointed out by Feng et al.15, electronic structure, mag-
netization of the interface layer and consequently also
the electronic transport properties are strongly affected
by the interface relaxation and sensitive to the choice of
the exchange-correlation functional in the calculations.
Most of the work described above was performed on
epitaxial Fe/MgO(001) heterostructures. Besides, the
investigation of magnetic properties of polycrystalline
[Fe/MgO] multilayers can be found in the literature. For
example, in the pioneering 57Fe MÃűssbauer-effect study
by Hine et al.33, interface effects in ultrahigh-vacuum
(UHV) deposited nanoscale polycrystalline [56Fe/MgO]
multilayers were enhanced by inserting isotopically en-
riched MÃűssbauer active 57Fe probe layers at the
56Fe/MgO interfaces, and the interface hyperfine mag-
netic field in the magnetic ground state was observed
to be enhanced relative to that of bulk bcc Fe. Later,
Koyano et al.34 reported enhanced hyperfine magnetic
fields, enhanced magnetic moments and perpendicular
Fe spin texture in nanoscale polycrystalline [Fe/MgO]
multilayered films. More recently, a vortex-like magnetic
domain structure in polycrystalline [Fe/MgO] multilay-
ers was inferred from 57Fe conversion electron MÃűss-
bauer spectroscopy (CEMS) and magnetooptical Kerr ef-
fect (MOKE) studies by Koziol-Rachwal et al.24. All of
these investigations show that the structural and mag-
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2netic properties of the interfaces in Fe/MgO heterostruc-
tures are of paramount importance for controlling the
properties of this system.
Although a vast amount of literature reports on the
Fe/MgO system is motivated by its fundamental and
technological relevance, there is no experimental inves-
tigation of the lattice dynamics and vibrational ther-
modynamics of the Fe/MgO system, to the best of our
knowledge. The phonon dispersion relations and the vi-
brational (phonon) density of states (VDOS, g(E)) of
bulk MgO are well known experimentally from inelas-
tic neutron diffraction35 and inelastic x-ray scattering36
and theoretically from DFT-based computations37, while
the dispersion and phonon spectra of bulk bcc Fe have
been reported in Refs. 38–42. The fundamental ques-
tion of how the VDOS in nanoscale metal/metal or
metal/insulator multilayers is modified (as compared to
bulk materials) is rather unexplored. The methods of
inelastic neutron scattering or inelastic x-ray scatter-
ing remain a challenge because of insufficient sensitivity.
On the other hand, the isotope-selective method of 57Fe
nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) has
been shown to have monolayer (ML) sensitivity with re-
spect to 57Fe ultrathin films in order to determine the
partial Fe specific VDOS,43. Applying 57Fe NRIXS to
various nanoscale [Fe/metal] multilayers, the observed
impact of the Fe film thickness and type of metal on
the shape of the partial-Fe g(E) has been interpreted by
confinement of high energy Fe phonons in the Fe films44.
Moreover, the influence of interfaces on the VDOS of
nanoscale metallic multilayers in terms of phonon con-
finement and phonon localization could be determined
by 57Fe probe-layer NRIXS and atomic-layer resolved
DFT-based calculations45. First-principles calculations
for monolayer-scale Fe(001)/Au(001) superlattices pre-
dicted drastic variations of g(E) with individual Fe and
Au thicknesses46. As it has been outlined in Ref. 45 and
47, the modifications of g(E) in nanoscale multilayers are
anticipated to influence the phonon transport and the
vibrational thermodynamic properties in these systems.
Therefore, 57Fe NRIXS measurements and DFT-based
computations of the phononic properties of [Fe/MgO]
multilayers are highly desirable, in particular in view of
the fact that Fe/MgO is of interest as a prototype sys-
tem for the study of time-resolved phenomena on the
femtosecond scale47,48.
In the present work, we focus on the investigation of
the Fe-specific atomic vibrational dynamics and thermo-
dynamics in polycrystalline nanoscale [Fe/MgO] multi-
layers by 57Fe NRIXS, accompanied by element- and
layer-resolved state-of-the-art DFT-based computations
of the layer-resolved phonon dispersions. In both experi-
ment and theory, we observe distinct differences between
the phononic properties of the multilayers and the bulk
material, which change consistently with layer thickness.
The multilayers were characterized with respect to their
magnetic properties and hyperfine magnetic properties
by magnetometry and 57Fe CEMS, respectively, while
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the hetereostructure. For
three studied multilayers we have varied the number of Fe
monolayers (tFe=55, 28 and 10ML), while keeping the MgO
thickness (effectively 19ML) constant. A fourth multilayer
had the composition [Fe(7ML)MgO(5ML)]15.5.
the DFT-based calculations provided Fe layer resolved
magnetic moments and electronic properties. The pre-
dictions of the DFT calculations are found to be in good
agreement with our experimental results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Polycrystalline
[
57Fe/MgO
]
15.5
multilayers, with Fe
thicknesses tFe= 1.5 nm, 4 nm and 8 nm and with a MgO-
thickness tMgO of 4 nm were grown at room temperature
in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) by thermal evaporation on
naturally oxidized Si(001) substrates covered with a 4-nm
thick Cr buffer layer. All samples were capped with 5 nm
Cr for protection. A fourth sample had thinner layers of
tFe=1nm and tMgO = 1nm. Every sample consists of
15.5 bilayers. The 57Fe isotopic enrichment is 95%. For
additional information concerning the sample prepara-
tion, we refer the reader to our Supplemental Material49.
The crystalline nature of the individual layers was con-
firmed with x-ray diffraction (XRD)49. For better com-
parability between the discussed theoretical and experi-
mental results the thickness of the individual Fe and MgO
layers can be expressed in units of atomic Fe(001) and
MgO(001) geometrical monolayers, which corresponds to
1.45Å for Fe and 2.1Å for MgO, respectively. This con-
version means that for this work a multilayer structure
with a 57Fe layer thickness of 10ML, 28ML and 55ML
with 19ML for MgO have been used. For the fourth sam-
ple this conversion resulted in 7ML 57Fe and ∼ 5ML
MgO For a schematic model of the heterostructure, we
refer to Fig 1.
57Fe MÃűssbauer spectroscopy in zero external field at
perpendicular incidence of the γ-rays onto the film sur-
face was performed by detection of conversion electrons
(CEMS). For the detection of the electrons, the sample
was installed in a proportional gas counter, i.e. housing
with a continuous He gas flow mixed with 4% CH4 to
3avoid ionization processes. In addition, low temperature
CEMS at T = 80K was feasible by using a channeltron
detector. For the measurement, a constant acceleration
MÃűssbauer driving unit was used with a 57Co source
embedded in a Rh matrix, while the velocity of the spec-
trometer was calibrated with a α-Fe foil reference sample
at room temperature. The experimental spectra were
evaluated by a least-squares fitting routine using the Pi
program package50, and the discussed isomer shifts δiso
are given relative to bulk bcc-Fe at room-temperature.
Additional field-dependent magnetization measurements
were performed using a Quantum Design PPMS Dyna-
Cool with a VSM option applying an external magnetic
field up to 9T achieving a temperature range between
1.8K up to 400K. Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scat-
tering experiments were performed at the beamline 3-
ID of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory. The energy of the x-ray beam was tuned
around the 57Fe nuclear resonance energy of 14.412 keV
with an energetic bandwith of 1.3meV with the use of a
high-resolution monochromator. The x-ray beam was fo-
cussed to 0.2 × 1.0 mm2 (V×H) after passing through a
Kirckpatrick-Baez mirror, while the measurements were
performed in grazing incidence relative to the film plane.
An avalanche photodiode (APD) was used to detect the
delayed incoherent inelastic signal by measuring the Fe
Kα fluorescence radiation. Furthermore, the instrumen-
tal resolution function was determined by measuring the
nuclear forward scattering intensity for each sample. For
a detailed introduction into NRIXS and the correspond-
ing data evaluation, we refer the reader to Refs.51–56.
In the present case, the Fe-partial VDOS were obtained
from the NRIXS spectra employing the PHOENIX soft-
ware (version 3.0.157) by W. Sturhahn56,58.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We compare the experimental results with first-
principles calculations of a Fe8/(MgO)8(001) heterostruc-
ture in the framework of density functional theory
(DFT). For structural relaxation of the 24 atom primitive
cell with respect to the atomic positions and cell param-
eters and the subsequent calculation of the phonon dis-
persion, we employed the VASP code59,60 using PAW po-
tentials with the electron configurations 3p63d74s1 for Fe,
2p63s2 for Mg and 2s22p4 for O and an energy-cutoff of
580 eV. For the exchange-correlation functional, we used
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the
formulation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)61.
Results were considered converged, when the energy fell
below 10−8 eV between two consecutive electronic and
10−6 eV between two geometric optimization steps. Bril-
louin zone integration was carried out on 90 k-points
in the irreducible zone (IBZ) in combination with a
Gaussian-type Fermi-surface smearing with a width of
σ= 0.1 eV. For the electronic DOS, we applied the tetra-
hedron method with Blöchl-corrections62 and 408 k-
points for the Brillouin-zone integration. The phonon
dispersion and vibrational density of states were deter-
mined with the so-called direct approach based on the
restoring forces obtained from central differences between
2×24 displacements of inequivalent atoms in a 768 atom
supercell, constructed as a 4× 4× 2 replication of the 24
atom primitive cell. Here, a k-mesh of 5× 5× 1 points in
the full Brillouin zone (FBZ) in combination with Gaus-
sian smearing of width σ= 0.05 eV was employed which
guarantees the required accuracy. Finally, the dynami-
cal matrix and the vibrational density of states were ob-
tained after employing the PHON code by Dario Alfè63.
The methodological details are the same as reported in
Ref. 47.
In addition, we calculated the Mössbauer hyperfine pa-
rameters based on the previously optimized geometry us-
ing the Elk full-potential augmented plane wave code,
version 6.2.864, with the PBE exchange-correlation func-
tional and spin-orbit interaction included. Core polar-
ization was taken into account, and the semi-core Fe-3s
states were moved to the core and thus treated with the
full Dirac equation. In Elk version 6.2.8, dipole fields are
included self-consistently and spin and current densities
of the entire crystal are used to calculate spin and orbital
dipole contributions. A cutoff parameter RKmax = 8
for the plane waves and a maximum angular momen-
tum lmax = 9 for the APW functions was used in com-
bination with Gaussian-type smearing with a width of
σ = 0.0272 eV, 114 k-points in the IBZ (magnetization as-
sumed collinear and perpendicular to the layering), and
muffin tin radii of 1.058Å for Fe, 1.141Å for Mg and
0.934Å for O. Convergence criterion for electronic self-
consistency was a root mean square change of 10−7 in the
Kohn-Sham potential. To ensure convergence, we used a
very large number of 2304 empty states, which is almost
half the total number of 4850 valence states, adding in
addition 2096 conduction state orbitals.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A. Magnetic characterization
MÃűssbauer spectroscopy65 probes slight deviations in
the energy levels of the 57Fe nuclei due to the presence
of hyperfine interactions, and reveals the valence state of
the iron atom via the isomer shift δiso and the orienta-
tion of the Fe-spin relative to the incident γ-ray. The
hyperfine magnetic field, Bhf , indicates magnetic order-
ing on a local scale. In some bulk Fe alloys, the hyper-
fine field is found to be proportional to the atomic Fe
magnetic moment66. For epitaxial Fe(001)/MgO(001),
a 24% increase of µFe at the interfaces was experimen-
tally observed32, while hyperfine field values above 36T
(i.e. larger than the bulk value) were reported in Ref.25
Thus, an increase of Bhf appears to be correlated with
an enhancement of µFe at the Fe/MgO interface. The
intensity ratio of sextet lines number 2 (5) and 3 (4), in
4the following referred to as A2,3-ratio, describes the av-
erage angle θ between the Fe-spin and the incident γ-ray,
by the formula.
A2,3 =
I2
I3
=
4 sin2(θ)
1 + cos2(θ)
. (1)
Therefore, the A2,3-ratio can vary between 0 (Θ = 0◦
with spin orientation out-of-plane) and 4 (Θ = 90◦ with
spin orientation in-plane), if the incident γ-ray is imping-
ing the sample in a perpendicular geometry.
Due to observed thermal relaxation phenomena at
room temperature (discussed in the Supplemental Ma-
terial, Ref.49), zero-field CEMS measurements were per-
formed at T=80K. These measurements reveal magnetic
ordering for all investigated multilayer structures and for
a bulk bcc-Fe foil (Fig2(a)). Motivated by the increasing
apparent linewidths with decreasing Fe thickness, each
spectrum is analyzed in terms of a distribution of hyper-
fine fields p (Bhf ). The distributions are shown in Fig.
2(b) and a full summary of the obtained fitting parame-
ters is given in Table I.
The bulk bcc-Fe foil shows a sextet structure with
an average hyperfine splitting 〈Bhf 〉 of 33.9T, while
the standard deviation of the hyperfine field distribution
yields a value of only 0.7T, combined with an intrin-
sic narrow linewidth Γ of 0.236mm/s, indicating a single
magnetic site, as expected. From the line intensity ratio
A2,3 we infer a preferential in-plane alignment of the Fe
spins (canting angle of 74.7◦), while a complete in-plane
spin orientation is suppressed, due to the bulk character
of the sample and the corresponding magnetic multido-
main structure. In addition, a slightly elevated isomer
shift δiso of 0.11mm/s is present (relative to bulk bcc-Fe
at 300K). This increased isomer shift, relative to bulk
bcc-Fe at room temperature, is due to the low measure-
ment temperature of 80K and the corresponding change
of the second order Doppler (SOD) shift67. Taking into
account a Debye temperature ΘD of 420K for bulk bcc
Fe, a reasonable agreement with the known room tem-
perature values can be obtained.
For the multilayer structures with an Fe thickness tFe
of 55 and 28ML similar sextet spectra appear, with the
average field 〈Bhf 〉 unchanged within error margins, (Ta-
ble I), while a broadening of the p (Bhf ) distribution
towards lower and higher fields occurs with decreasing
Fe thickness, resulting in an increased standard devia-
tion σBhf of 1.5 and 1.8T, for intrinsic line widths of
0.258 and 0.262mm/s, respectively. This broadening is
attributed to various local environments of 57Fe atoms
in the interfacial Fe/MgO region due to the inevitable
interface roughness and due to different crystallite orien-
tation in the polycrystalline samples. Noticeably, a peak
at Bhf = 36T occurs in the hyperfine field distribution,
which can be ascribed to the Fe/MgO interface25. Also,
films with these two thicknesses have a preferred in-plane
spin orientation due to shape anisotropy, while a ten-
dency of a slightly increased isomer shift δiso is present
for decreasing Fe thicknesses relative to the bulk. This
indicates very small electronic charge transfer between
interfacial Fe and MgO atoms.
For the multilayer sample with an Fe thickness of
10 ML the distributions broadens even more, reaching
a standard deviation σBhf of 2.7T and an intrinsic
linewidth of 0.343mm/s, combined with a change of the
line intensity ratio A2,3 to 1.95 (Θ = 54.1 ◦). Such a ratio
is equivalent to a random spin orientation. The thinnest
multilayer sample with an Fe thickness of 7 ML reveals an
even stronger broadening of the hyperfine field distribu-
tion p (Bhf ) (σBhf = 2.9T) and an increased linewidth
Γ of 0.401mm/s. For this sample the obtained spec-
trum reveals a preferential out-of-plane spin orientation
(A2,3 = 0.74, Θ = 34 ◦). Even though this is the lowest
Fe-thickness investigated in this work, the metallic char-
acter of the Fe layers is proven for this sample (and for
the other samples) indicating, that no iron oxide forma-
tion occurred, for example at the Fe/MgO-interface. In
fact, no evidence of FeO (wustite) phase formation in our
samples is provided by our CEMS spectra at 300 K (see
Supplemental Material49), because FeO at 300 K is char-
acterized by a paramagnetic asymmetric feature with a
main peak at an isomer shift near + 1 mm/s68, which is
not observed here. In Table I, a detailed summary of the
MÃűssbauer fitting parameters at T = 80K is shown.
Summarizing, we have characterized the hyperfine mag-
netic and electronic properties with varying 57Fe layer
thicknesses, and we can demonstrate that the Fe layers
in all of these samples exhibit metallic behaviour, similar
to bcc-Fe, but with occasional trends. First, we discussed
the broadening of the hyperfine field distribution p(Bhf )
with decreasing Fe thickness tFe and the occurrence of a
36 T high-field contribution âĂŞ a signature contribution
of the Fe/MgO interface25,33,34. This increased hyper-
fine splitting (relative to the bulk) is also determined in
our ab-initio DFT-calculations (section B). The changes
of the hyperfine-field distribution width σBhf with tFe
can be qualitatively explained by interface roughness and
crystallites at the Fe/MgO interfaces with different ori-
entations. The stronger contribution of this Fe/MgO in-
terface with decreasing Fe-thickness is also evident from
the rising intrinsic linewidth Γ. Furthermore, the mea-
surements reveal a clear spin reorientation in zero exter-
nal fields from preferential in-plane to preferential out-
of-plane orientation with decreasing Fe layer thickness
tFe
24,34. This reorientation process can be explained by
competing surface and volume anisotropy contributions,
whereby the former dominates for smaller Fe layer thick-
nesses tFe. In addition, the observed tendency of a very
small increase of the isomer shift δiso reveals a slightly in-
creased charge transfer from Fe to MgO with decreasing
Fe thickness, while a similar conclusion can be drawn
5FIG. 2. (a) Result of zero-field CEMS measurements at
T = 80 K for bulk bcc-Fe (top) and Fe/MgO multilayers with
varying Fe thicknesses tFe of 55, 28 and 10 monolayers (ML)
and a MgO thickness of 19ML and for a multilayer with tFe
= 7ML and tMgO ≈ 5ML. Black dots: experimental data;
red lines: least-squares fitted curves using the corresponding
hyperfine-field distributions p (Bhf ) obtained from the fittings
and shown in (b). The sextet lines are numbered in (a) for
bcc-Fe as an example. In (a), a clear reorientation of the Fe
spins from preferred in-plane to preferred out-of-plane direc-
tion with decreasing Fe thickness is evident from the reduction
of the relative intensity of lines #2 and #5. In (b), a broaden-
ing of p (Bhf ) with decreasing Fe thickness is observed, which
extends up to large values Bhf of about 40T.
TABLE I. MÃűssbauer parameters for the investigated sam-
ples obtained from least-squares fitting of the spectra seen in
Figure 2 based on the corresponding distribution of hyperfine
fields, p (Bhf ) for the different samples with varying Fe-layer
thickness tFe. 〈δiso〉 is the average isomer shift relative to
bulk bcc-Fe at room temperature, Γ describes the intrinsic
linewidth (FWHM) of the used sextets in the distribution,
〈Bhf 〉 refers to the average magnetic hyperfine field between
25T and 45T, σBhf is the standard deviation of the obtained
distribution, A2,3 is obtained by the intensity ratio of lines 2
and 3 (or 5 and 4), 〈Θ〉 describes the average angle between
Fe spin direction and the incident γ-ray direction determined
from the A2,3-ratio shown in equation (1).
tFe 〈δiso〉 Γ 〈Bhf 〉 σBhf A2,3 〈Θ〉
(mm/s) (mm/s) (T) (T) (◦)
bulk 0.11(1) 0.236(1) 33.9(2) 0.7 3.46(5) 74.7
55ML 0.12(3) 0.258(2) 33.8(5) 1.5 3.65(1) 77.7
28ML 0.12(1) 0.262(5) 34.1(6) 1.8 3.72(6) 79.1
10ML 0.13(6) 0.343(4) 34.1(9) 2.7 1.95(2) 54.1
7ML 0.14(4) 0.401(9) 33.7(3) 2.9 0.74(9) 34.0
TABLE II. Magnetic properties obtained from hysteresis
curves performed at T=80K for varying Fe thickness tFe,
where Ms describes the saturation magnetisation, Hk the
anisotropy field and Hc the coercivity field.
tFe Ms µ0Hk µ0Hc
Fe ML (emu/cm3) (T) (mT)
in-plane out-of-plane
55 1751 1.607 <2 10.5
28 1803 1.264 <2 5.5
10 1740 0.51 <2 3
7 1718 0.63 3 6
from the first principles calculations (section C on the
layer-resolved hyperfine properties from DFT).
Complementary magnetometry measurements performed
at T=80K, with parallel (in-plane) and perpendicular
(out-of-plane) applied field relative to the film surface,
reveal a ferromagnetic ordering for all investigated multi-
layer samples, see Figure 3, with a saturation magnetisa-
tion similar to that of bcc-Fe69 (M bulks = 1747 emu/cm3
at 0K andM bulks = 1716 emu/cm3 at RT). In addition, a
decrease of the anisotropy field from ∼1.6T for the 55ML
Fe layer sample to ∼0.6T for the 10ML Fe sample is re-
vealed, combined with a change of the hysteresis shape
from the in-plane measurements. These results are in
agreement with the findings of the previously discussed
MÃűssbauer results and reveal the bcc-Fe like magnetic
behaviour and the spin reorientation process resulting in
the preferred out-of-plane spin orientation for the sam-
ples with thin 57Fe layers that is also evident in different
studies34,70.
B. Hyperfine field parameters from DFT
Hyperfine parameters calculated from first-principles
are typically very sensitive to the technical details and
6TABLE III. Layer-resolved and average Mössbauer parameters and electric field gradients from DFT-calculations of a
Fe8/(MgO)8(001) heterostructure: Spin and orbital moments mspin and morb (within the muffin-tin sphere), contact mo-
ment mcontact, average contact charge density at the Fe sites ρcontact, isomer shift δiso relative to bcc-Fe, magnetic hyperfine
field Bhf including spin and orbital dipole field and the in-plane (Vxx = Vyy) and cross-plane (Vzz) elements of the (trace-free)
electric field gradient. For comparison, the corresponding values calculated for bulk Fe with a lattice constant a = 2.866Å with
similar numerical settings are included as well.
Fe-Layer mspin morb mcontact ρcontact δiso Bhf Vxx Vzz
(µB/Fe) (µB/Fe) (µB/Fe)
(
a−3Bohr
)
(mm/s) (T) (V/Å2) (V/Å2)
4 (center) 2.415 0.042 0.674 15422.610 0.046 31.34 -3.664 7.328
3 2.457 0.046 0.685 15422.576 0.056 30.68 -6.820 13.641
2 2.480 0.038 0.679 15422.707 0.019 32.65 8.555 -17.109
1 (IF) 2.626 0.069 0.822 15422.277 0.146 39.75 1.075 -2.150
8ML average 2.495 0.049 0.715 15422.543 0.066 33.61 -0.214 0.427
bcc (bulk) 2.292 0.042 0.646 15422.763 − 30.27 -0.057 0.115
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FIG. 3. Field dependent magnetization curves measured for
different Fe thicknesses for in-plane and out-of-plane geome-
try. Measurements have been performed at T = 80K. The
MgO layer thickness was 19ML for the 55, 28 and 10ML Fe
samples and ∼ 5ML for the 7ML Fe sample.
the choice of the exchange-correlation potential. Nev-
ertheless, the layer-resolved trends obtained from DFTin
the calculated magnetic moments and Mössbauer param-
eters shown in Tab. III strongly confirm the interpreta-
tion of the experimental data.From the interface to the
center of the Fe-slab, we observe a decrease in orbital
and spin moments, mspin and morb, towards the bulk
value. A corresponding trend appears also in the vari-
ation of the contact charge density at the Fe core and
the contact magnetic moment mcontact. However, bulk
properties are not yet reached in the central layer. This
is partially due to the tetragonal distortion induced by
the epitaxial relation to the MgO slab. In thick slabs be-
yond 10ML, misfit dislocations are introduced to relieve
the epitaxial stress, bringing the average values closer
to the bcc-Fe around room temperature. This also ap-
plies to the isomer shift, hyperfine field and electric field
gradients. The isomer shift is calculated from the dif-
ference between the contact charge density in the layer
and bcc-Fe (source), δiso = α
(
ρlayercontact − ρbcccontact
)
, using
an approximate generic constant α = −0.3 mms−1a3Bohr,
which can be determined from the fit of calculations to
experimental results of various Fe-based compounds71–76.
Here, our results indicate that the large values are dom-
inated by the interface layer, which exhibits a δiso about
three times as large as the central layer. For decreas-
ing temperatures, we also expect the bcc-Fe parts to be
strained according to the different thermal expansion of
Fe, bulk MgO and substrate. We expect this to result in
an elevated isomer shift in the entire Fe slab explaining
the experimental trend for T = 80K, in addition to the
SOD shift.
The calculated hyperfine fields Bhf are underestimated
by a few percent. We observe a significant increase of
Bhf only at the interface and a slight increase in the sec-
ond layer, while the following layers are already quite
close to the bulk value. However, the two layers close
to the interface are characterized by a smaller number of
magnetic neighbours in the first two coordination shells,
where we expect the largest exchange interaction. This
destabilizes the collinear ferromagnetic arrangement and
enhances magnetic disorder at finite temperatures, which
reduces the average 〈Bhf 〉 and overcompensates the in-
crease predicted from theory for perfect magnetic order.
The reduced coordination (and thus symmetry) at the
interface also enhances the impact of spin-orbit interac-
tion as another source for non-collinearity at low tem-
peratures, which is reflected in the considerable increase
7of the orbital moments in the interface layer. Still, the
hyperfine field distribution at T = 80K shown in Fig.
2(d) for the 7 nm and 10 nm slabs shows a characteris-
tic broadening. This includes a considerable amount of
sites with increased Bhf between 35T and 40T, which
coincides with the value predicted from theory for the
interface layer.
The electric field gradient (EFG) is a measure of the
asymmetry of the charge density around the nuclei which
can be routinely calculated with DFT77–80. For bcc-Fe,
the (small) discrepancy between Vxx and Vzz is solely a
consequence of the spin-orbit interaction in combination
with the alignment of the spin moments in z-direction,
which breaks the cubic symmetry. As expected, the EFG
in the heterostructure is significantly larger – by one to
two orders of magnitude. However, we also see a signifi-
cant variation of the values from layer to layer, which is
a signature of the large influence of the electronic struc-
ture. The largest absolute values are obtained in the
second and third layer, with a change in sign in between,
which indicates a qualitative change in the shape of the
asymmetry of the charge cloud. The consequence is that
the effect largely cancels out if we average over the en-
tire heterostructure, which makes it difficult to reproduce
this behaviour experimentally, for instance through mea-
surements of the quadrupole splitting.
From the experimental spectrum, the magnitude of the
EFG in a magnetically ordered state can be determined
by the quadrupole splitting 55, which follows the relation
 =
1
8
eQVzz ·
(
3 cos2 (α)− 1) , (2)
where Q = 1.6 ·10−29 m is the quadrupole moment of the
first excited state77 and α is the angle between Bhf and
the main component Vzz of the EFG. Furthermore, equa-
tion (2) is simplified under the assumption of a vanish-
ing asymmetry parameter η = |(Vxx − Vyy) /Vzz|81, due
to the geometry of the sample. For a bulk sample one
would therefore expect a quadrupole splitting between
0.004 and -0.002mm/s depending on the angle α, which
is below the experimental resolution.
C. Nuclear Resonant Inelastic x-ray Scattering
The method of 57Fe nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (NRIXS) is sensitive to the 57Fe resonant iso-
tope and measures the phonon excitation probability,
as described in Refs.51–55,82. NRIXS provides the Fe-
partial (Fe specific) phonon (vibrational) density of states
(VDOS) in the harmonic approximation83 rather directly
with a minimum of modeling56,58. The incoherent cross
section [probability W(E)] of nuclear resonance absorp-
tion for a particular phonon energy E and phonon mo-
mentum vector ~q is known to be proportional to |~s·~ej(q)|2
, where ~ej(q) is the polarization vector of vibrations for
the Fe atom in the phonon mode j and ~s = ~k0/|~k0|
is the unit vector in the incident photon momentum
direction84, which is nearly in the film plane (off by ∼
4◦ in our case). Thus, W(E) scales with cos2 (Θ), where
Θ is the angle between the phonon polarization vector
~ej(q) and the x-ray direction ~s. For a polycrystalline
sample (as in our case), the spatial average of cos2 (Θ)
is constant, which means that the inherent anisotropy of
our multilayer sample averages out.
The Fe-partial VDOS for a polycrystalline bcc-Fe foil
and the three Fe/MgO multilayers obtained at room tem-
perature from NRIXS are exhibited in Fig. 4. The
NRIXS raw data and the phonon excitation probabili-
ties (after subtraction of the zero-phonon (MÃűssbauer)
peak and normalization) are found in the Supplemen-
tal Material49. The VDOS of the multilayers with the
thickest Fe layers of 55 and 28 effective MLs show sim-
ilarities with g(E) of the bulk bcc Fe foil: The latter is
characterized by the dominant and sharp longitudinal-
acoustic (LA) peak at 35.5meV and by the two re-
solved transverse-acoustic (TA) phonon peaks at 23.2
and 26.3meV, in agreement with literature reports38.
However, as compared to the LA peak height of about
220 eV−1(Fe-atom)−1 for bulk bcc Fe, the heights of the
corresponding peaks of the 55ML and 28ML Fe mul-
tilayer samples are systematically reduced to 181 and
151 eV−1(Fe-atom)−1, respectively. Simultaneously, the
position of the former LA peak remains relatively con-
stant in the 55ML system (35.2meV), or is slightly
shifted to lower energy (34.8meV) for the 28ML system.
The biggest change (relative to the bulk) occurs for the
10ML Fe sample. Here, the height of the former LA peak
is drastically reduced to 113.3 eV−1(Fe-atom)−1, and the
peak position is shifted to 34.2meV. As to the two TA
peaks, there is a tendency of a slight reduction in the
peak height and peak position with decreasing Fe thick-
ness, but the two TA peaks become less resolved and
even dominant for the 10ML Fe sample. Interestingly,
the VDOS below about 20meV is remarkably and sys-
tematically enhanced with decreasing Fe film thickness;
this effect is most pronounced for the thinnest Fe layer
(10ML) in the multilayer. For example, at 15meV, g(E)
increases from ∼39 eV−1(Fe-atom)−1 for bulk Fe to ∼
52, 57, and 74 eV−1(Fe-atom)−1 for 55, 28 and 10ML
Fe, respectively. All of these observations imply that the
phonon features of the Fe layers in the multilayer experi-
ence a distinct overall redshift as compared to those of the
Fe bulk sample, meaning that increasing lattice softening
occurs with decreasing Fe layer thickness. However, the
phonon cutoff energy of all samples remains constant at
∼ 40meV, including bulk bcc Fe. The typical features in
the phonon spectra of the Fe/MgO multilayer are sum-
marized in Table IV.
We like to mention that a qualitatively similar reduc-
tion and energy shift of the LA phonon peak combined
with an enhancement of the low-energy VDOS part have
been observed previously by layer selective 57Fe NRIXS
combined with layer- and element-selective DFT-based
calculations for Fe/Ag multilayers45 and were interpreted
in terms of high-energy phonon confinement in the Fe
8layers and phonon localization at the Fe/Ag interfaces,
occuring as the result of the large energy mismatch be-
tween Ag and Fe LA phonons. For the energetically high
Fe LA phonons (at 35.5meV) there is no counterpart in
the g(E) of the phononically soft Ag metal, because the
upper phonon cutoff energy of Ag is located at only ∼
21meV, much lower than that of bcc Fe (∼40meV). In the
DFT-based calculations for the Fe/Ag interface, a strong
suppression of the Fe LA phonon peak is observed, ac-
companied by the appearance of a dominant Fe-partial
g(E) peak in the low-energy range at ∼ 15meV. As will
be described for Fe/MgO multilayers in the next section
(section D on the layer-resolved properties from DFT
calculations), the contribution to g(E) of O- and Mg-
vibrations is rather small below ∼40meV, because the
strong optical modes develop at and extend to higher en-
ergies. Thus, the concept of energy mismatch between
the Fe-specific g(E) in the Fe layers and the partial g(E)
curves of the O and Mg sublattices in the MgO layer ap-
pears to hold also for the nanoscale Fe/MgO multilayer
system.
Our g(E) results obtained from NRIXS for the different
Fe/MgO multilayers allow the calculation of Fe-specific
vibrational thermodynamic quantities. These quantities
are given in Table V&VI. The equations for the cal-
culation of these thermodynamic quantities from g(E)
are given in the literature85–90. One can notice in Ta-
ble V&VI that all thermodynamic quantities are depen-
dent on the thickness of the individual Fe layer in the
multilayer. For example, the Lamb-MÃűssbauer factor
fLM , the average atomic force constant Φk and the De-
bye temperature ΘD are reduced with decreasing Fe film
thickness, while the vibrational entropy Svib is enhanced.
At low phonon energies, the average Debye velocity of
sound, 〈vD〉, can be obtained from the E-dependence of
the reduced VDOS g(E)/E2, using the relation91,92
lim
E→0
(
g (E)
E2
)
=
3mFe
2pi2ρ〈vD〉3~3 , (3)
where mFe is the mass of the 57Fe atom, ~ is the re-
duced Planck constant, and ρ is the mass density of the
Fe film, which we assume to be equal to the bulk Fe den-
sity. g(E) is quadratic in E at low phonon energies E.
The factor of 3 appears because g(E) is area-normalized
to 3 (three vibrational degrees of freedom). The ratio
g(E)/E2 can be described at low energies by a constant
called the Debye level, which can be obtained from the
experimental VDOS in the limit E → 0 (see our Sup-
plemental Material, Ref.49). In this work, the average
Debye sound velocity 〈vD〉 is determined by an empir-
ical power law combined with an Bayesian information
approach. This procedure is described in detail in the
work of Morrison et al.93. As a crosscheck we have also
determined 〈vD〉 according to Eq. (3). The 〈vD〉 values
obtained from both procedures are given in Table VI. One
can notice that the velocity of sound decreases with de-
creasing Fe film thickness in the Fe/MgO multilayer and
both procedures yield for these systems a similar result
within a deviation of up to 1.7%.
FIG. 4. Fe-partial VDOS obtained from NRIXS for a bcc-Fe
foil and Fe/MgO multilayer systems with varying Fe thick-
nesses tFe of 55, 28 and 10ML and constant MgO layer thick-
ness tMgO of 19ML. One can clearly observe a softening of the
Fe partial VDOS and a reduction of the longitudinal acoustic
phonon mode at 35meV. The VDOS of the bcc-Fe foil has
been taken from Ref.94. All VDOS are area-normalized to 3
(3 vibrational degrees of freedom per Fe atom).
D. Layer-resolved vibrational properties from DFT
In analogy to the magnetic subsystem discussed
above, the layer-resolved contributions to the vibrational
and thermodynamic properties are obtained from first-
principles calculations of the harmonic lattice dynamics
in the Fe8/(MgO)8(001). In this way, we obtain not only
the layer resolved VDOS, but also the phonon dispersion,
where we can identify the contribution and hybridiza-
tion of particular element-resolved modes in reciprocal
space. This is summarized in Fig. 5. We concentrate
our discussion on the energy range below 40meV cov-
ering the Fe-modes, which are subject to the NRIXS
measurements. In contrast, the contribution of the O-
and Mg-vibrations to this energy range is rather small,
as their optical modes start at comparatively high en-
ergies and extend up to 85meV (the full site-resolved
VDOS is published elsewhere47). The shape from the
layer-resolved VDOS of Fe differs substantially between
the layers. For the two layers closest to the interface,
we observe a shift of the spectral density to energies be-
low 17meV. This is associated with a set of peaks, which
are very dominant in the IF layer and originate from van-
Hove singularities at X (14.8 and 18.2meV) andM (13.7
and 14.6meV). The character plot of the dispersion (left
panel of Fig. 5) reveals that these modes hybridize with
the motion of the 2nd layer of Fe-atoms. We also see a
signature of this peak structure in the Mg-VDOS – but
9TABLE IV. Properties of the Fe-partial g(E) for different Fe/MgO multilayers obtained from NRIXS. Given are the g(E) peak
height and energetic position of the longitudinal-acoustic (LA) peak and the two transverse-acoustic (TA) peaks for different
Fe layer thicknesses.
LA peak TA1 peak TA2 peak
sample energy height energy height energy height
(ML Fe) (meV) (eV−1(Fe-atom)−1) (meV) (eV−1(Fe-atom)−1) (meV) (eV−1(Fe-atom)−1)
bulk 35.5 220.0 ± 8.6 23.2 149.0 ± 5.1 26.3 147.1 ± 5.8
55 35.2 181.9 ± 5.3 22.2 142.5 ± 3.2 27.5 141.6 ± 3.3
28 34.8 151.0 ± 5.5 22.5 139.4 ± 3.7 26.7 140.7 ± 4.2
10 34.2 113.3 ± 6.7 22.5 134.5 ± 4.9 26.4 139.7 ± 5.8
TABLE V. Selected thermodynamic properties extracted from the Fe partial VDOS, which were obtained from the experimental
data with PHOENIX 3.0.158.Here fLM is the Lamb-MÃűssbauer factor, Svib the vibrational entropy, Cvib the specific heat,
〈v2〉 is the mean square velocity, Tk the average kinetic energy, Φk the average force constant, Fvib free vibrational energy, Uvib
vibrational internal energy and ΘSD the entropy Debye temperature.
Fe thickness tFe fLM Svib Cvib Φk Fvib Uvib ΘSD
(kB/atom) (kB/atom) (N/m) (meV/atom) (meV/atom) (K)
bcc (bulk) 0.7984(8) 3.07(1) 2.71(1) 178(3) 5.04(25) 85.3(4) 429(4)
55ML 0.7708(5) 3.215(7) 2.736(7) 164(1) 0.65(13) 84.7(2) 408(2)
28ML 0.7575(6) 3.277(8) 2.743(7) 159(1) -1.27(12) 84.5(3) 402(2)
10ML 0.730(1) 3.38(1) 2.75(1) 155(2) -3.95(20) 84.3(3) 398(3)
TABLE VI. Average Debye sound velocity 〈vD〉 determined from the conventional method, denoted as 〈vD〉con, discussed in
Eq. (3) and originating from Refs.91,92, and the procedure based on the empirical power law, denoted as 〈vD〉emp, presented in
detail in Ref.93 and schematically described in Ref.49. The comparison of both methods yields a relatively good agreement.
Fe thickness tFe 〈vD〉con 〈vD〉emp Deviation
(m/s) (m/s) (%)
bcc (bulk) 3550(10) 3568(8) -0.50(36)
55ML 3170(6) 3164(12) 0.19(43)
28ML 2940(5) 2991(8) -1.71(31)
10ML 2800(10) 2760(6) 1.45(43)
TABLE VII. Thermodynamic properties for T = 300K extracted from the Fe-partial DFT-VDOS. The notation of the ther-
modynamic properties is identical to Table V&VI.
Fe-Layer fLM Svib Cvib
〈
v2
〉
Φk Fvib Uvib Θ
S
D 〈vD〉con
(kB/atom) (kB/atom)
(
m2/s2
)
(N/m) (meV/atom) (meV/atom) (K) (m/s)
4 (center) 0.763 3.30 2.76 47465 151 -1.16 84.12 395 3411
3 0.758 3.34 2.76 47368 147 -2.28 83.95 390 3418
2 0.748 3.33 2.75 47560 156 -1.80 84.29 391 3458
1 (IF) 0.694 3.79 2.81 46689 120 -15.27 82.75 332 3472
8ML average 0.740 3.43 2.77 47270 144 -5.13 83.78 376 3440
not in the O-VDOS, which is plotted in Fig. 5 with a
four times enlarged scale. In turn, the contribution of
the IF layer to the highest Fe modes, which rang up to
38meV is strongly suppressed. This energy window also
contains optical modes involving the motion of atoms at
both sides of the interface. We expect the hybridization
of Fe and Mg modes to play an important role for the en-
ergy transfer (thermalization) between the Fe and MgO
the subsystem, when the Fe slab is selectively heated up.
This would, for instance, occur as a consequence of an
optical excitation with an energy below the band gap of
bulk MgO47. In contrast, the sharp peak in the interface
Mg-VDOS at 28.2meV can be traced back to a rather
extended, particularly flat mode around M , which does
not exhibit significant Fe-character at the zone boundary.
From the layer resolved VDOS, we derive various ther-
modynamic quantities with atomic resolution using the
usual textbook relations for T = 300K, listed in Table
VII. Comparing the experimental values of the 10ML
system with the 8ML average over the layer-resolved cal-
culations, we find a very close agreement. Although the
shape of the VDOS differs significantly between all layers,
we see a distinct change in the resulting thermodynamic
properties only directly at the interface. Here, the over-
all red shift of the density of states results in softening of
the system, as indicated by the 20% decrease in the aver-
age force constant. As the Debye-temperature is nearly
reached, this is accompanied by a slight increase in the
10
FIG. 5. Layer-resolved Fe-projected phonon dispersion and VDOS obtained from our DFT calculations. The left panel shows
the low-energy part of the phonon dispersion for reciprocal vectors lying in-plane. The size of the symbols indicates the
contribution of the symmetry-inequivalent Fe-atoms (marked by different colours) to the eigenvectors corresponding to the
respective q-vector. Contributions from Mg and O atoms are not shown. The rightmost three panels show the corresponding
site-resolved VDOS (normalized to one) for all inequivalent Fe-, Mg- and O-atoms in the respective energy window of the
Fe-phonons.
specific heat, only. This explains, why the specific heat
derived from the experimental VDOS is nearly indepen-
dent of the slab thickness.
In turn, we can also compare by extrapolating the cal-
culated, layer-resolved results to the experimental slab
thickness. This is done in Fig. 6 by replicating the
VDOS of the central layer in the average, which dis-
regards the effect of changes in the equilibrium lattice
parameters and strain relaxation mechanisms, like mis-
fit dislocations, on the VDOS. Already with this simpli-
fied approach, we can reproduce the thickness-dependent
changes of the main features of the VDOS in the multi-
layer structures. With decreasing thickness of the Fe sub-
system, a shoulder appears between 10 and 16meV which
arises mainly from the two layers closest to the interface.
Additional weight in this energy range is also seen in the
experimental spectra of the thinner Fe-slabs. In the ex-
periment, this feature is apparently broader, which we
ascribe to the rougher and less well-defined interfaces in
the multilayer systems. At the same time, the distinct
peak around 34meV, which is characteristic for bcc and
bct coordinated Fe, diminishes, which again corresponds
well to the experimental observation.
The calculated Debye velocity of sound 〈vD〉 associated
with each layer is essentially constant for all layers (see
Tab. VII). Unlike in the experimental multilayer systems,
it does not decrease together with the layer-resolved De-
bye temperature ΘSD (cf. Tab.V). This is not a contra-
diction, since the entropy Debye temperature ΘSD results
from the logarithmic moment of g(E), i. e., the integra-
tion of the entire VDOS, while 〈vD〉 is derived from
FIG. 6. Extrapolation of the Fe-projected VDOS obtained
from our DFT calculations (Fig. 5) to the layer-thickness of
the experimental sample corresponding to Fig. 4. To improve
the comparison of the characteristic features with experiment,
the Gaussian broadening has been increased to 4meV. The
calculations reproduce the significant loss of spectral weight
below 18meV for increasing slab thickness, which is accompa-
nied by a moderate increase at the two peaks around 25meV
and the evolution of a sharp peak above 30meV.
its low energy limit. Indeed, we see from Fig. 5 that the
first optical modes close to Γ, which appear according
to backfolding to the reduced Brillouin zone, start above
11
5meV. This means that the effective dispersion of the
in-plane acoustic modes (and thus the sound velocity) is
the same for all layers in the low energy limit. In turn,
we ascribe the different pattern observed in experiment
to the polycrystalline nature of the sample, which effec-
tively smears out the low energy modes in the VDOS.
Possible origins are a distribution in the interface-induced
strain in the Fe-grains in combination with an increasing
hardening from grain boundaries and the appearance of
misfit-dislocations for larger thicknesses.
V. CONCLUSION
In our combined approach, we employ 57Fe MÃűss-
bauer spectroscopy, 57Fe nuclear resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering (NRIXS) and layer-resolved density-
functional-theory (DFT) based first-principles calcula-
tions to reveal the interface-related atomic vibrational
properties of the prototype metal-insulator Fe/MgO mul-
tilayer system. MÃűssbauer spectroscopy at 80K indi-
cates a Fe-layer thickness dependent spin reorientation
from preferred in-plane to preferred out-of-plane orien-
tation due to the influence of perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy at the interfaces. Interestingly, relative to
the bulk, enhanced hyperfine magnetic fields Bhf (e. g.,
Bhf = 36T and larger) are observed at the Fe/MgO
interfaces, as is evident for the thinnest Fe layers.
These experimental findings are supported by the layer-
selective DFT-based calculations for a [Fe8/MgO8](001)
heterostructure. From the obtained electronic and mag-
netic structure, an enhanced magnetic Fe moment and
reduced contact charge density relative to bulk values is
expected in all layers due to the tetragonal lattice distor-
tion of the heterostructure.
NRIXS reveals the impact of interfaces by drastic
changes in the Fe-partial vibrational (phonon) density
of states (VDOS, g(E)) in nanoscale polycrystalline [bcc-
57Fe/MgO] multilayers with decreasing Fe layer thick-
ness: a reduction of the longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonon peak near ∼ 35meV and an enhancement of
the low-energy part of g(E) below ∼ 20meV, lead-
ing to an overall red shift of g(E) and lattice soften-
ing. The DFT-based computations for (001)-oriented
[Fe(8ML)/MgO(8ML)] multilayers (ML = monolayers)
support the experimental findings and, moreover, pre-
dict distinct VDOS peaks below 20meV (i.e., at 14meV)
for the Fe(001)/MgO(001) interface, which, however, are
smeared in the experimental samples due to inevitable
interface roughness and polycrystallinity.
From the experimental and calculated VDOS, vibra-
tional thermodynamic properties have been determined
as a function of Fe thickness and are found to be in ex-
cellent agreement. For example, the Fe-specific thickness
dependent average Debye velocity of sound has been ob-
tained, which is an important property for heat transfer
mediated through the lattice system, for example after
optical excitation.
The correlation between magnetic and lattice proper-
ties corroborates the conjecture from previous work on
Fe/Ag multilayers45, that the increasing softening of the
phonons towards the interface originates from the en-
hancement of the Fe magnetic moment close to the inter-
face and eventually modifies the separation of the energy
ranges corresponding to the metal and insulator phonon
modes. This suggests that controlling the magnetic state
of the metallic interface layer can provide a mean to ma-
nipulate the transport of lattice excitations across the
interface and modifies the thermalization of the entire
multilayer system, for instance after an optical excita-
tion which affects mainly one of the subsystems.
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